
There is a LOT of Info in this Shot List

If any of it is unclear, PLEASE ASK!
I'm here for you!

You can ALWAYS contact Josh here:
info@actonetheatrecamp.com

lajoshevans@yahoo.com
Text/Call me at (818) 749-0103

(TEXTING is the fastest way to reach me)

(*PLEASE refer to the “AOTC Filming Guide” on the Master Class webpage for a clear definition
of Medium Close Up, Close Up, Medium Long Shot, etc.)

HAVE FUN!!!



FILMING NOTES & REMINDERS

FILM EVERYTHING IN LANDSCAPE / HORIZONTALLY
-No vertical shots!!!!!!

AVOID BACKLIGHT:
-Remember to make sure that there's no sun or strong light directly behind you!

ALL SCENES ARE FIXED CAMERA SHOTS:
-No handheld stuff.  Use a tripod, or set up your camera on a steady surface.
-DO NOT do any selfie filming!!!!!  Don't do it!!!!!!!!!!

CAMERA:
-Please DO NOT use your laptop or desktop's built-in camera.  Usually, their filming capabilities are pretty 
terrible.  A newer phone works great!

SOUND:
-Pay attention to the room that you're filming in – the larger the room, the more chance there will be for all your 
dialogue to have an echo.  Try to find a place that is “cozy”, with normal ceilings, carpet/rugs, lots of stuff in it to 
soak up extra sound (including any echo).  Many times: hard wood floors = echos.

-Think about DISTANCE to camera.  The further you are away from the camera, the further you are away from 
the microphone, so the LOUDER you'll have to talk!

-Make sure there's nothing else in the sound background when you're filming (i.e. traffic, leaf blower, music, 
airplane, pets, other family members)

-If you want to use a separate microphone (GREAT!), but just make sure that we don't see it in the shot.

EYELINE:
-Please pay attention to your individual character's notes regarding eyeline!  It can often change repeatedly in the 
middle of a scene.  (EYELINE is where your character is looking while saying your lines)
-NO PROFILE!!  If I need you to look Camera Right or Camera Left, please look just SLIGHTLY in those 
directions... NO PROFILES!!

NO OVERLAPPING DIALOGUE:
-Whoever you get to read the other characters' lines in your scene, make sure that you never overlap on each 
other's dialogue.  I need clean audio of ALL of your lines!

HOLD!  HOLD!  HOLD!  HOLD!  HOLD!  HOLD!!!!  HOLD!!!!!!!!!!  HOLD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
-Wait one second AFTER you press Record BEFORE you start your scene.

-HOLD whatever moment you are in when you come to the end of any cut before you actually stop Recording.  
There's nothing more frustrating than to try to edit your brilliant acting, but you didn't actually record the last 
syllable of your last word... and I can't use it :(  Additionally, if the take was brilliant, but you start cracking up 
immediately after... often times I can't use it!

LABELING
-Please label all of your files before sending to me!  A simple “Sofia01”, “Sofia02”, “Sofia03”, will help me sort 
things out!

SETTING:
We want to try to make your background look as appropriate to the scene as possible.  I've listed your individual 
scenes below.  Take time to really think about WHERE would be a good place to film.  It needs three main 
components:

1. Good Lighting
2. Ability to give you great sound
3. Match the story (i.e. make sense for the script!)

This Shot List is intended to be used WITH the script, NOT on it's own!



SHOT LIST
*PLEASE refer to the “AOTC Filming Guide” on the Master Class webpage for a clear definition

of Medium Close Up, Close Up, Medium Long Shot, etc.

ALEXANDRA:
ALEXANDRA LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1.  Medium Long Shot / Medium Shot, Sitting Camera CENTER

**Eyeline: Jameson will enter your office Camera CENTER, and slightly up.
-Give me a 5-7 seconds of you working at your desk: signing papers, reading scripts, etc. 

Don't have it be working on anything on your phone though.  I need these 5-7 seconds so I can 
establish the scene, so don't skimp!  Then look up (or don't?) and call out your first line:

“Jameson!  Get in here!” to “One on one meeting, Jameson.” (pg 1)
-Watch Jameson enter your office
-Say “One on one meeting, Jameson.” as you're standing, but be sure to get the line out 

clearly before you truly start the standing.
-Stand up, and exit the frame.
-Exit to the Camera RIGHT side, to give the effect that you're coming around your desk to 

talk to Jameson.

*Jump to ALEXANDRA Shot #2

-Enter the frame from CAMERA RIGHT, after your meeting with Jameson, and SIT
“Let's do this.” should be said after you sit (pg 3)
**EYELINE CHANGE: Jameson will now be Camera RIGHT
**Eyeline: Dana and Donna will be Camera CENTER:

-Dana is slightly Camera LEFT
-Donna is slightly Camera RIGHT

**Eyeline: The Projector where you watch the projects will be Camera LEFT
“Big fan of your work, ladies.” (pg 4) to “...the third.” (pg 10)
-Stand on “Jameson, this is ridiculous!” (pg 10)
-Same movement around desk as earlier, but his time go Camera LEFT.  Use the line “Forget

about everyone...” (pg 10), but start the line in frame, then do your exit out of frame to go to the 
front of the desk.

*Jump to ALEXANDRA Shot #2

2.  Medium Shot / Medium Close Up Standing Camera CENTER
**Eyeline: Jameson is standing directly in front of you.
-Enter the frame from Camera RIGHT, as if you have just stood up from behind your desk, 

and have walked around to stand in front of it.
-Most of this first scene will be you in front of your desk, and be very rapidly cut together.
-Think about times that you could maybe move around (pacing?) to break up the stillness of 

the scene... just make sure you STAY IN FRAME!
“Review” (pg 1) to “Good meeting, Jameson” (pg 3)
-Don't wait for her response, “Good meeting, Alexandra” before you make your move to sit 

back down behind your desk.
-Exit the frame to sit behind your desk the same way that you originally came into frame.

*Jump to ALEXANDRA Shot #1

-Enter the frame as before, but this time from Camera LEFT.
(ALEXANDRA Continued)



(ALEXANDRA Continued)

-Land in front of the desk, just like before.
-Immediately hit the line, “We can do this ourselves!” (pg 10)
*Eyeline: Jameson is slightly Camera RIGHT
“Lock the door.   Put on...” to “We're fierce, we're focused, and we're...” (pg 10)
*CHANGE Eyeline: looking straight at camera (Jameson)
“You and me, Jameson.  You and me.” (pg 10)
*CHANGE Eyeline and Frame Position:

-Still Camera CENTER
-Give me a PROFILE, facing Camera RIGHT
-Swivel head, and look straight at Camera, who is Piper who just said “Hi!” (pg 10)
-Piper is now Camera CENTER, and Jameson is Camera RIGHT

-It would be great if you could do the rest of the lines in the script twice:
-One time in a Medium Close Up
-One time in a Close Up

“Who is this?” (pg 10) to “Let's get this project rolling!  Jameson, get her...” (pg 14)
-Be sure to lean in to watch Piper's film, and to lean out when she's done.
-Please get a good 10 seconds of you reacting to Piper and Jameson leaving the room



JAMESON:
JAMESON LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1.  Medium Long Shot / Medium Shot, Camera CENTER, Standing

*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera CENTER, and slightly down (because she's sitting)
She'll stand up, but still be Camera Center, on her line, “One on one meeting” (pg 1)

-You'll be standing for the entire script
-Might be fun to just poke your head into the doorway for “Yes, Boss?” (pg 1)
-Then fully enter the room on “One on one meeting, Alexandra... go.” (pg 1)
-Exit towards the door after “Good meeting, Alexandra.” (pg 3)

*Jump to Jameson Shot #2

2.  Medium Shot / Medium Close Up, Camera CENTER, Standing
*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera LEFT.  Dana, Donna, Natalya are Camera RIGHT
-This should be a new background, one where we don't see the office door.
-Enter frame from Camera RIGHT, as if you had just let in the Winchinski Sisters.
“Alexandra, may I introduce...” (pg 3) to “Okay... bye-bye now. Thank you.” (pg 7)
-Give reactions to all of the Dana and Donna lines!!
-If Alexandra is on your Camera LEFT, and the Sisters are on your Camera RIGHT, then the 

video you watch for “Gnome” will be Camera CENTER
-Exit frame to Camera RIGHT to usher out the Sisters (pg 7)
-Re-enter frame from Camera RIGHT to introduce Natalya (pg 7)
*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera LEFT.  Natalya is Camera RIGHT
“Next we have Natalya...” (pg 7) to “Yeah we can!” (pg 10)
-Video for “Uninvited Guests” is again Camera CENTER

*Jump to Jameson Inserts

*CHANGE Eyeline: looking straight at camera (Alexandra)
“You and me, boss.  We got this.” (pg 10)
*CHANGE Eyeline and Frame Position:

-Still Camera CENTER
-Give me a PROFILE, facing Camera LEFT
-Swivel head, and look straight at Camera, who is Piper who just said “Hi!” (pg 10)
-Piper is now Camera CENTER, and Alexandra is Camera LEFT

-It would be great if you could do the rest of the lines in the script twice:
-One time in a Medium Close Up
-One time in a Close Up

“Piper who?” (pg 11) to “C'mon Piper, let's make this happen.” (pg 14)
-Be sure to lean in to watch Piper's film, and to lean out when she's done.
-Don't forget to point at her phone for “I'd actually watch that.” (pg 13)
-Exit Camera RIGHT to usher Piper out. (pg 14)

3. Jameson Inserts
-Three different CLOSE UPS of the following lines on page 10:

“Doors locked.”  “Coffee on.”  “Food ordered.”
-Locking the door in the background, pushing start on the coffee machine, ordering food on 

your phone, etc.  The closer up on you, the funnier :)

*Jump to Shot #2



DANA:
DANA LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1.  Medium Close Up, SLIGHTLY Camera RIGHT, Standing

*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera CENTER, Jameson & Donna are Camera LEFT
-Literally jump into frame from Camera RIGHT for “Boom!” (pg 3)
-Always say the line, “The Winchinski Sisters!” then strike a pose
-Remember to nod to Jameson to start “Gnome” (pg 6)
-The monitor to watch “Gnome” will be Camera RIGHT
-Give reaction to Alexandra's last “No” (bottom of pg 6)
-Film a super excited Exit Camera RIGHT, as if you know that you just killed that meeting

DONNA:
DONNA LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1.  Medium Close Up, SLIGHTLY Camera LEFT, Standing

*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera CENTER, Jameson is Camera LEFT, Dana is Camera RIGHT
-Literally jump into frame from Camera LEFT for “Bam!” (pg 3)
-Always say the line, “The Winchinski Sisters!” then strike a pose
-Remember to nod to Jameson to start “Gnome” (pg 6)
-The monitor to watch “Gnome” will be Camera RIGHT, but a different RIGHT than Dana
-Give reaction to Alexandra's last “No” (bottom of pg 6)
-Film a super excited Exit Camera RIGHT, as if you know that you just killed that meeting

NATALYA:
NATALYA LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1. Medium Shot / Medium Close Up, Camera CENTER, Sitting

*Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera CENTER, Jameson is Camera LEFT
-Remember that Alexandra is sitting at your same level, while Jameson is standing, 

so she's slightly above you... but just slightly
-Sit into the scene, so I have some footage of you sitting down at the beginning (pg 7)
-Finish the sitting motion just as you say your first line, “Rasputin!  ..the third.” (pg 7)
-Discuss with Josh if you want to do an action for the thunder each time.
-I want NIGHT and DAY different emotions when talking to Alexandra and Jameson! :D
-The monitor to watch “Uninvited Guests” will be Camera RIGHT
-Have fun with the “...Natalya's head ping pongs back and forth...”
-Exit the frame by standing up, and storming off.  But make sure you do it after your final 

line, “...have you no heart?” (pg 10)



PIPER:
PIPER LOCATION #1, INTERIOR ALEXANDRA'S OFFICE, DAY:
1.  Medium Long Shot, Camera CENTER, Standing

**Eyeline: Straight to Camera
-Please film your very first “Hi!” (pg 10) on camera.
-Then just stand there, and wave back and forth for waaaaay too long.

2.  Medium Close Up, Camera CENTER, Standing
**Eyeline: Alexandra is Camera LEFT, Jameson is Camera RIGHT
“I'm Piper!” (top of pg 11) to 
-When you reference the door (“I waked in” on pg 11), it should be behind you, but we 

shouldn't see it.
-Make sure to show the phone to Alexandra and Jameson (and us, the audience)

-I'll cut away before we see whatever is on your phone
-Turn the phone back to face you when you say “Hi!” to yourself (top of page 12)
-Make sure to start your TRAILER video, and then show Alexandra and Jameson.

**Here are my thoughts for the final little monologue:
Stay put for the lines:

“Ok!” (to Jameson)
“Am I a writer now?” (to Alexandra)
“Are you a writer too?” (to Jameson)
“Do I get a chair?” (to Alexandra)
“I can bring my own chair, if not.” (to Jameson)
“My favorite chair was named Margaret.” (to Alexandra)

Start to Exit Camera RIGHT:
“Wanna hang out afterwards?” (to Jameson)

Said off-screen:
“We could be in-person pen pals!” to “Super yay!”

-Please give me super clean lines for the last three lines.  Say one, take a moment, say 
another, take a moment, then say the last one.  No rush at all!  And feel free to do a few takes of the 
same line over and over :D

PIPER LOCATION # 2, INSERT OF PIPER'S VIDEO OF PIPER
3.  Medium Shot / Medium Close Up, Camera Center, Standing

**Eyeline: Straight to camera
-Should definitely be outside, or somewhere completely different than Alexandra's office.


